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maximize its quality in response to changes. For Clouds it becomes important
to accommodate uncertainty about clients and the evolving nature of their
business and IT worlds: their profiles and skills, competitive technology and
business, the devices and network accesses they use, etc. To empower Clouds
with ability to capture and respond to the quality feedback, provided by users
at runtime, we propose a reputation guided genetic scheduling algorithm for
independent tasks. Current resource management services consider evolutionary
strategies in order to improve the performance on resource allocation procedures
or tasks scheduling algorithms - but they fail to consider the user as part
of the scheduling process. Evolutionary computing offers different methods
to solve NP-hard problems, finding a near-optimal solution. In this paper we
extended our previous work with new optimization heuristics for the problem
of scheduling. We show how reputation is considered as an optimization metric
analyze how our considered metrics can be considered as upper bounds for others
in the optimization algorithm. By experimental comparison, we show that our
optimization techniques can be hybridized for optimized results.
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1 Introduction
The current approaches to software adaptation have critical limitations when applied on
software in a cloud environment. The source of the reasons is that Cloud engineers cannot
be certain of the nature of client organizations and their users’ who will be eventually using
provided software or service, and their evolution over time. The openness feature of the
cloud makes it hard, and almost impossible, for software engineers to make assumptions
and decisions on how service-adaptation should be planned.
Such approaches for software adaptation have critical limitations when applied on
software in a Cloud environment. The source of the reasons is that Cloud engineers cannot
be certain of the nature of client organizations and their users’ who will be eventually using
provided software or service, and their evolution over time. The openness feature of the
Cloud makes it hard, and almost impossible, for software engineers to make assumptions
and decisions on how service-adaptation should be planned. Thus, for Clouds it becomes
important to accommodate uncertainty about clients and the evolving nature of their business
and IT worlds: their profiles and skills, competitive technology and business, the devices
and network accesses they use, etc. Here we propose a solution to empower Clouds with
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the ability to capture and respond to the quality feedback, provided by users at runtime. We
propose the use of the reputation quality metric associated with a Cloud service [1].
Service-adaptation based on reputation can lead to the increase of the trust associated
withCloud services. Since variousCloudproviders can provide the basic services at different
levels and with various pricing models, dishonest providers could claim arbitrary QoS
properties to attract interested parties. The standard way to prevent this is to allow users to
evaluate a service and provide feedback.
However, the feedback mechanism has to ensure that false ratings, for example,
badmouthing about a competitor’s service or pushing one’s own rating level by fake reports
or collusion with other malicious parties, can be detected and dealt with. Consequently,
a good service discovery engine would have to take into account not only the functional
suitability of services but also their prospective quality offered to end-users by assessing the
trustworthiness of both providers and consumer reports. Solutions for QoS-based service
selection and ranking algorithms for distributed service discovery approaches already
exist [1]. Here, we extend on this and propose the use of reputation for Cloud adaptation:
services andmiddleware level executed tasks are intelligently selected and aggregated based
on their reputation, considering an environment where multiple Cloud providers can put
together their resources. Thus, we propose a reputation guided genetic scheduling algorithm
for independent tasks in inter-clouds environments.
Braun et al. [4] previously showed that the most effective non-evolutionary method for
scheduling independent tasks is the min-min heuristic. This method builds a schedule by
successively searching the list of tasks not yet assigned to find the task with the minimum
completion time then assigns the task to the schedule and then repeat the process until
all tasks are assigned. Another heuristic is min-max that builds a schedule by assigning
tasks in the order they are found in the task queue. Each task in turn is paired with the
machine for which the incremental cost is minimum unless that assignment would increase
the makespan, in which case the task is assigned to the machine for which incremental
maxspan is minimum [5]. The randomized min-span algorithm [6] uses a succession of
randomized ordering of the task list with the min-span heuristic to search for an optimal
solution. The opportunistic load-balancing (OLB) heuristic picks one task arbitrary from
the group of tasks and assigns it to the next machine that is expected to be available and do
not consider the execution time of the task on that machine, leading to a big maxspan. The
big advantage of this method is the simplicity and that it keeps the machines busy improving
processor utilization rate. The minimum execution time (MET) heuristic assigns each task
randomly chosen to the machine that has the least expected execution time for that task.
This may lead to imbalance load between machines, but gives each task to its best machine.
The minimum completion time (MCT) assigns each task, in arbitrary order, to the machine
with the minimum expected time of completion for that task [7].
Such optimizations of the scheduling process are designed to provide better selection
and allocation of resources. The optimization is important because the scheduling is a
main building block for making Grids and Clouds more available to user communities. The
optimization metrics for task scheduling and resource management are the main subject of
this paper. Similar research conducted by the authors of this papers is presented in [8] and [9].
Different solutions for multi-objective decentralized control models for tasks assignment in
Cloud systems. The transaction in real-time complex system is modeled by tasks which will
be scheduled and executed in a distributed system, so a set of specifications and requirements
are known [8]. We extend on this, and propose a scheduling solutions where 1) reputation
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is considered as an active quality metric in the scheduling decision, and 2) tasks can be
executed in an environment composed of multiple Cloud platforms.
The proposed recommendation-based scheduling approach becomes quite important
in the Big Data Era. The explosion and profusion of available data in a wide range of
application domains rise up new challenges and opportunities in a plethora of disciplines
- ranging from science and engineering to biology and business. One major challenge is
how to take advantage of the unprecedented scale of data - typically of heterogeneous
nature - in order to acquire further insights and knowledge for improving the quality of the
offered services. To exploit this new resource, we previously show [10] that we need to scale
up and scale out both our infrastructures and standard techniques. Our society is already
data-rich, but the question remains whether or not we have the conceptual tools to handle
it. Big Data is the next frontier for innovation, competition, and productivity, and many
solutions continue to appear, partly supported by the considerable enthusiasm around the
MapReduce (MR) paradigm for large-scale data analysis. Our scheduling approach is well
tailored around the independent task execution assumed by the MR paradigm. In addition,
the scheduling algorithm could improve the performance of the MR execution platforms by
incorporating the user’s opinion (i.e., the reputation) as an active metric for adaptation of
the Cloud execution environment - with great performance advantages, as our experimental
results show, especially in heterogeneous inter-Clouds.
In this paper we extended our previous work in [11] with new optimization heuristics
for the problem of scheduling according with [3]. In particular, we show how reputation is
considered as an optimization metric. In particular, we show that our consideredmetrics can
be considered upper bounds for others in the optimization algorithm, and present a general
model for an evolutionary algorithm (based on genetic algorithms) and the appropriate
metrics for solution selection. By experimental comparison, we show that our optimization
techniques can be hybridized for optimized results.
The rest of the paper is structured as following: Section 2 presents the proposed solution
based on Evolutionary Genetic Algorithm, and Section 3 presents the optimization criteria
for the evolutionary scheduling algorithms. Section 4 describes the reputation influence,
Section 5 presents the applicability in inter-Clouds environments, and Section 6 analyzes
the experimental results. Finally, in Section 7 we present the conclusions.
2 Proposed Solution based on Evolutionary Computing
A genetic algorithm (GA) is a search algorithm based on the principle of evolution and
natural genetics. GA provides solutions for the scheduling problem with both independent
and interdependent tasks. The first step of theGA is choosing the right representation of each
gene. For independent tasks the most common representation is a pear (Ti, Rj) showing
that task Ti will be executed on processor Rj . The execution order of tasks on the same
processor is given by the position of the gene in the chromosome. Another representation
uses a vector in which each character is a mapping between a task and processor. Each
character represents the unique identification number of a task and the−1 character is used
to delimit the processor queues for each different processor. This representation has a length
of N +M − 1, where N is the number of tasks in the batch andM is the total number of
processors, accordingwith [12]. Zomaya proposed in [13] a two dimensional representation.
The first dimension is equal to the number of processors and the second dimension holds
the tasks which are to run on that processor. The disadvantage of the representation is that
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the crossover operator cannot work on two-dimensional presentations, so the string must be
compacted in a one-dimension array by connecting the two-dimensional array end-to-end
to form a long string.
In our approach we will propose the gene encoding as follow:
[Ti, Rj , Rep(Rj)] (1)
where Rep(Rj) represents the reputation evaluation for resource Rj . This value can be
changed in the mutation phase according with dynamic changes in the environments. We
will discuss in details the reputation influence in Section 4.
For the set of tasks T = {T1, . . . , TN} and the set of resourcesR = {R1, . . . , RM}we
have a chromosome representation:
Ch(T,R) = {[Ti, Rj , Rep(Tj)]|Ti ∈ T,Rj ∈ R} (2)
and |Ch(T,R)| = |T | = N , meaning that all tasks are scheduled. ForN < M wewill have
several resource unused, for N > M several resource will execute more than one task and
for the special case when N = M it will be possible to have one-to-one mapping (perfect
load-balancing). In general, we have N > M .
Crossover represents reproduction in theGA.After the selection stage, some individuals
are chosen to cross part of them. It’s an important operation that creates based offspring
in each generation. Crossover is not usually applied to all individuals. For that is defined a
crossover probability that is typically between 0.5 and 1.0. There are three classic crossover
types. The simplest form is the single point crossover which takes two individuals and cuts
their chromosome strings at some randomly point to produce two ‘front’ and two ‘end’
segments. The end segments are swapped over to produce two new full length chromosomes.
In this way the two offspring inherit some genes from each parent. There are crossover
algorithms that involve more than one cut point, called multiple crossover points. Multiple
crossover takes n random crossover points and exchange components of a chromosome
between successive cut points to produce two new offspring. Having more crossover points
has an advantage in that the space may be searched more thoroughly. Uniform crossover is
different from the above two methods. Each gene in the new offspring is created by copying
the corresponding gene from one of the parents according to a mask generated randomly.
The crossover algorithms can be particularized for the scheduling problem.
In our proposed solution, considering the chromosome encoding [Ti, Rj , Rep(Rj)],
the crossover described above can be applied on the strings that compose the encoding by
swapping over only the second part of the string, the processor on which a task is scheduled.
Mutation ensures that the probability of finding the optimal solution is never zero. It
also ensures the recovery of the good material genetic that may be lost through selection
and crossover. Mutation is applied to the new chromosomes with a certain probability.
The mutation can be static and is applied to the entire generation with a probability in
the range [0.1, 1.0], and dynamic. In the dynamic case, the mutation probability increases
linearly when the population converges, in order to find new variations. Or the mutation
probability can decrease exponentially during a run as the population converges. Increasing
and decreasing the probability avoid local optima. In a fitness adaptive algorithm, the
mutation does not have the same probability for all the individuals in a generation. Low-
fitness chromosomes have an increased probability, in order to explore the search space.
High-fitness chromosomes have a decreased probability of mutation in order to focus on a
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specific region of possible optimum, without losing fit individuals. Variations of mutation
operator change the position of genes in the chromosome:Order-basedMutation â randomly
selects two genes of a chromosome and interchanges their positions, Sublist-basedMutation
â randomly selects two points in a chromosome and reverses the order of genes between
these points. For task scheduling the abovemethods don’t move the task from one processor
to another. For this, partial-genemutationmay be used, that randomly selects a chromosome
and changes a randomly gene by assigning the task to a new processor where it has
earliest start time [13] proposes a Swap-GeneMutation. Thismethod selects two processors,
and then randomly selects a task on each processor. The tasks are interchanged between
processors if they have similar property (example, the same priority). This method can
be changed to consider the topological level on the tasks, according with [14]. Here, it is
selected a processor that has assigned at least two jobs with the same topological level and
selects, also randomly, two tasks with the same topological level assigned to the processor
and the tasks are interchanged if the first task to execute as fewer children that the second
one. The Additive Mutation, introduced by [13], randomly selects two processors, and then
randomly selects a task on the first processor. A starting point is randomly selected, after
which the processor sub-string is searched for insertion. The task must be inserted such
that the priory rules are still fulfilled. Mutation enlarges the search space to the vicinity of
the population by randomly altering genes. This way the tendency is to evolve through a
global rather than a local optimum. Although is considered that the crossover is the most
important operator in GA, on long runs the mutation generally finds better solutions than
crossover alone does.
The evaluation of a chromosome is the most critical portion of a genetic algorithm. The
main objective is to achieve minimum execution time, maximum processors utilization and
a well-balanced load across all processors. The most known metric in fitness computing
is the maxspan of the task schedule that is the largest task completion time among all the
processors in the system. For each processor, the total completion time represents the sum
of all completion times for the tasks assigned toRj in the current schedule, or have already
assigned in the previous schedule, but not yet executed.
The selection is done using the roulette wheel principle. Thus, the better the fitness
of an individual is, then the higher odds to be selected. The slots of the roulette wheel
must be determined based on the probabilities of individual strings surviving into the next
generation. These probabilities are calculated by dividing the fitness of each chromosome
by the sum of all fitness functions from the population.
The operators used in this proposed solution are: (i) One-Point Crossover and
Order-based Mutation and (ii) Two-Point Crossover and Partial-Gene Mutation.
The fitness function is can be defined according with different optimization factors (fi)
and different weights (wi). There are multiple variants of building the fitness function. The
general is to define fitness as:
F (Ch(T,R)) =
∑
i
wifi(Ch(T,R)) (3)
where
∑
wi = 1, or, in a specific way, using the same weights, but as a product form:
F (Ch(T,R)) =
∏
i
fi(Ch(T,R)) (4)
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Considering load-balancing as a way to measure the optimization impact for providers
and minimum execution time as a metric for user performance, we can define a simple
fitness function as:
F (Ch(T,R)) =
minspan
maxspan
× 1
M
M∑
j=1
completion_time(Rj)
maxspan
× f(Rep(R))) (5)
where minspan is the minimum execution time of the processors and f is a function that
depends on reputation estimation. We used the following form for f function:
f(Rep(R)) = max
Rj∈Ch(T,R)
{
Rep(Rj)
max1≤j≤M {Rep(Rj)}
}
(6)
As we can see, it is possible that the f(Rep(R)) to be equal to 1 if the best resources
is selected in the current schedule. We will prove, based on experiments, that this function
will do not affect the load-balancing for resources in a Cloud.
The Evolutionary scheme in a general form is described by Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Evolutionary Algorithm Scheme
Step 1: Setting the parameters:
1. Load the task descriptions;
2. Initiate the population size: pop_size;
3. crossover probability← pc;
4. mutation probability← pm;
5. maximum generation← maxgen;
6. gen = 0.
Step 2: Initialization
Generate pop_size chromosomes using precedence resolutions and/or by random,
depending on task descriptions.
while gen 6= maxgen do
Step 3: Evaluate
Calculate the fitness value of each chromosome based on specific criteria.
Step 4: Selection
Select pop_size chromosomes from the parents and offspring for the next generation.
Step 5: Crossover/Clone
Perform the crossover (for genetic algorithms) or clone operation (for immune
algorithms) on the chromosomes selected with probability pc.
Step 6: Mutation
Perform the swap/move mutation on chromosomes selected with probability pm.
Step 7: Elitism or Negative Selection
Preserve the best chromosome from the previous generation (elitism) or eliminate the
bests and the worsts chromosome (negative selection).
Step 8: gen = gen+ 1;
end while
Step 9: Preserve the best chromosome as final solution.
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3 Optimization Criteria and Optimization Metrics
One of the main aims of optimization metrics in distributed systems is to reduce the energy
consumption. To find the minimum energy consumption [15] consider to combine an
architecture that uses Internet layers with a physical layer operating at the fundamental limit
or energy dissipation. They consider that for large networks, this layered approach is more
feasible than an analysis based on information theory. On the users side mobile devices
(laptops, smart phones, tablets, embedded boards, robots) can serve as clients for Cloud
Computing and are based for Mobile Cloud. Here, important issues include optimizing the
scheduling and transport schemes, access management, and application optimization, for
mobile devices to achieve energy saving, according with [16].
In [17] a series of green computing systems are presented, like: evolutionary Green
Computing solutions for distributed Cyber-Physical Systems, energy-aware provisioning of
HPC services with virtualised web services, energy and security awareness in evolutionary
driven Grid Scheduling, power consumption constrained task scheduling using enhanced
genetic algorithms, exploiting multi-objective evolutionary algorithms for designing
energy-efficient solutions to data compression and node localization in wireless sensor
networks. There approached prove that, in general, the green computing systems considers
large and massive systems like Cloud, where saving energy will contribute to ecosystems,
but also considers pervasive (mobile) systems where saving energy means longer life for
devices and systems. Task scheduling and resource management represent and important
aspects for Green Computing systems building.
For optimization criteriawe consider the set of tasks {Ti}1≤i≤n, each task having at least
two characteristics Ti = (Ci, di), where Ci is the finishing (completion) time for Ti and di
is the specified deadline for Ti. In this approach Ci is a dynamic characteristic and is not
known apriori and usuallyCi depends on resource that will execute Ti. For the environment
we consider a set of resources having the capabilities Rij - processing power consumed
by processor j for Ti. We also consider the following optimization metrics (objectives),
defined in many form in literature, like in [3]:
• makespan (maximum completion time): Cmax = maxi {Ci}.
• flow time (total execution time): FlowTime =
∑
i Ci.
• lateness: Li = Ci − di.
• earliness: Ei = max {0, di − Ci}.
• tardiness: Ti = max {0, Ci − di}.
• absolute deviation: Di = |Ci − di|.
• squared deviation: Si = (Ci − di)2 = D2i .
• unit penalty: Ui =
{
0 if Ci < di (Ti = 0)
1 otherwise
The weighted criteria are introduce based on the the above definitions. Having the
weight vectorw = (w1, w1, · · · , wn) ∈ Rn, usually with
∑
i wi = 1 the following criteria
are defined:
• weighted FlowTime: FlowTime(w) =
∑
i wiCi
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• weighted objective: if Xi ∈ {Ti, Ui, Di, Si, Ei}, we define X(w) =
∑
i wiXi. The
sum objectives is a particular case with wi = 1n , so X(1/n) =
1
n
∑
iXi. In this case,
the 1n is not an important factor in optimization, so it is possible to be ignored and the
weighted objective transforms in sum objective.
• maximum lateness: Lmax = maxi {Li}.
All criteria depending on di are support for optimization in real-time systems, where
deadlines are very important. Several specific scheduling problems are: 1|prec; pi =
1|∑i wiCi - optimization of uniform tasks with dependencies on a single machine;
P2||Cmax - optimization problem on two identical processors; R2|pmtn; intree|Cmax -
optimization of task scheduling on two dedicated uniformmachines with tree dependencies
and preemption.
The following results are very important for optimization criteria and metrics:
• Cmax ≤ FlowTime ≤ nCmax. This results prove that the optimization under the
Cmax or FlowTime are equivalent. The solution presented in [18] considers a
genetic algorithm with the fitness function defined as: fitness = λCmax + (1−
λ)FlowTime, where λ has been a priori fixed after a preliminary tuning process. This
approach is oriented only on non-real-time systems and only on statical scheduling.
• Lmax ≤ threshold is equivalent with
∑
i Ti ≤ 0 and
∑
i Ui ≤ 0. The results is
presents in [3] and prove that the optimization in real-time systems, depending on
deadlines di can be performed using any criteria.
Evolutionary algorithms operates through a simple cycle of stages: creation of
population of chromosome, evaluation of each chromosome (according with a specific
fitness function), selection of the best chromosome for genetic algorithms or eliminate the
best and the worst chromosomes and reproduction (crossover or clone) to create a new
population.
The number of genes and their values in each chromosome depend on the problem
specification. We considered that the number of genes of each chromosome is equal to the
number of the nodes (tasks) in the scheduling problem and the gene values demonstrate
the scheduling priority of the related task to the node (each chromosome shows a possible
schedule), where the higher priority means that task must be executed early. In the basic
genetic algorithm the initial population is generated randomly, which can cause to generate
more bad results. To avoid the generation of non-optimal results, heuristic approach along
with precedence resolution can be applied to generate the initial population that gives better
results in terms of quality of solutions (see [19]).
For the evolutionary algorithms we extend the tasks characteristics with the processing
time pi and arrival time ai so we have Ti = (Ci, di, pi, ai). In this model we have the
following constrain pi ≤ Ci − ai. Let’s ch to be a chromosome in the population. We
consider the following form of fitness function:
• Best finishing time:
f1(ch) = max
ch
(Cmax(ch))− Cmax(ch) +  = Cmax − Cmax(ch) +  (7)
where Cmax(ch) = maxi∈ch {Ci}.  is a value used to avoid that the fitness function
is zero, so it can be choose as  = fCmax (a fraction from Cmax), so we have:
f1(ch) = (1 + f)Cmax − Cmax(ch). (8)
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• Finishing time:
f2(ch) = max
ch
(τmax(ch))− τmax(ch) + , (9)
where τmax(ch) = maxj,i∈ch {τij} and τij = pi/Rij . Considering the hypothesis
maxj {τij} ≤ Ci, we have the following result: f2(ch) ≤ f1(ch).
• Personal makespan, the largest task completion time among all processors for a
specific schedule:
f3(ch) = Cmax(ch). (10)
• Acceptable processor queues. Each processor queue is checked to see if assigning
all the tasks on the processor queues will overload or under load the processors. A
threshold determines this. If the task completion time of a processor is within the
thresholds, this processor queue is acceptable.
f4 =
|Queuesacceptable|
|proc| . (11)
• Average tardiness of jobs in the schedule:
f5(ch) =
1
n
∑
i∈ch
wiTi. (12)
• Number of tardy jobs:
f6(ch) =
∑
i∈ch
Ti. (13)
• Total throughput time:
f7(ch) =
∑
i∈ch
(Ci − ai) or f7(ch) =
∑
i∈ch
pi. (14)
• Load balancing: is a measure of the uniformity of the tasks disposal on the processors,
with the purpose to obtain similar execution time on all processors and reduce
overloading. Load balancing is computed with the formula:
f8(ch) = 1− 1
wp
√∑
j∈ch
(wp− wpj)2, (15)
where wpj is the processor j utilization rate, and j is used in schedule represented by
chromosome ch and wp is the average value of utilization rate for all processors.
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4 Reputation Influence
We introduced a measure of trust that previous consumers accessing a resource have about
execution of the service in the context of a resource provider. This is a Reputation ranking
given by the client. In order for this ranking not to be falsely reported data the system will
reject any data that does not follow the normal distribution of the reputation information
collected by the system. The ranking information rejection will start after collecting a given
number of reputation samples and the normal distribution will be re-adjusted in time by
the system. In addition to these metrics, the system is aware of the business context of web
services, and therefore assumes that the amount of money that a service requester has to
pay to the service provider for accessing a specific hosted service (Execution Price) and the
percentage of the original execution price that will be refunded when the service provider
cannot honor the committed service or deliver the ordered commodity (Compensation
Rate) will be supplied by the service in question. One important aspect, not taken into
consideration in the previous work on the resources selection methods, is related with the
ability of a service provider to process requests within a given execution time constraint
when multiple consumers are accessing its exposed services. When selecting the “best”
available resource, the centralized selection algorithm takes into consideration the execution
time as a function of the resource’s spare capacity. Using this for the resource selection
gives better results over time as it gathers information on the Scalability of the resource’s
execution in the hosting environment and consequently avoids the selection of the same
provider for consecutive calls that would result in provider’s “flooding” and bad execution
performance. This approach encourages the uniform distribution of the requests to all
available replicas after the system starts. In time, the measured scalability of the replicas
impacts the distribution of the requests [20].
The reputation consider the following set of metrics (rk) oriented in QoS and business
context:
• r1(Rj): Execution Time on Rj (QoS)
• r2(Rj): Transmission Time to Rj (QoS)
• r3(Rj): Spare Capacity of Rj (QoS)
• r4(Rj): Execution Price on Rj (Business)
• r5(Rj): Compensation Rate of Rj (Business)
Finally, the cumulative metric (based on |r| = 5 metrics) for reputation is computed
using as follows:
Rep(Rj) =
|r|∑
k=1
wkrk(Rj) (16)
where wk is the weight of the metric k. The metrics weights will be adjusted during the
experimental phase. Also, we see the usage of theweight building a personalized Scheduling
system in a Cloud based on the users’ sensitivity to specific metrics.
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5 Inter-Clouds Applicability
Cloud Computing are one of the fastest evolving paradigm in the domain of Computer
Science. Whether one wants to provide a simple file transfer service that consumes an
insignificant amount of resources and time, or a parallel and distributed algorithm that
defines a weather prediction model that requires high computing power or even a very strict
and secure banking service, its implementation by means of a service has a great number
of advantages. Tasks execution can address one Cloud or multiple Clouds, depending on
users’ requirements. So, hybrid Clouds will be considered and inter-Clods environments
become the fundamental platform for tasks execution.
Right now people are choosing cloud providers based on mostly hearsay, and most of
them are simply going with Amazon because it has it all and you can customize it to your
heart’s content. The problem with this approach is that it doesn’t encourage competition;
nonetheless in the last few years powerful competitors have arrived, some like Rackspace
that has actually cornered 4% of the market (see [21]). This is also because they are offering
better pricing than the Amazon here in EU, but so far the idea is that people simply don’t
have a way to look at all the offers in one place and make an educated decision. This is the
reason why later last year, a new start-up has arrived on the marked, Cloudorado, they are
actually parsing all the offers of the providers and then using the methodology described
above to compare offers with respect to what EC2 is offering, for your needs, according
with [22]. This is a good start, but it will serve only as comparative tool for people, because
they are supposed to know how long their applications will run and how resource intensive
they’ll be.
These aspects motivate the use of reputation based method for task scheduling using
evolutionary algorithms (like GA).
6 Experimental Results
For the first part of the experiments, the objective is to create a testing environment that can
help to identify the genetic algorithm parameters that gives a near-optimal solution for the
scheduler using the reputation function computed in a transparentwaybehind theScheduling
System. We implemented a simple framework for tasks submission and scheduling on the
top of different virtual resources.
This framework was previously used to evaluate the evolution of the genetic algorithm
and to find the optimal values for the mutation and crossover probabilities and also the
mutation and crossover type. The best results were obtained for crossover probability of
0.7 and mutation probability of 0.3. Regarding the algorithms operators, the best choice
was the one-point crossover or two-point crossover and partial-gene mutation (see Figure 1
and 2).
The testing parameters for the scheduler are the load balancing with the objective to
obtain an workload well-balanced across all VMs (processors), so a value closer to 1.0 (see
Figure 1), and the maxspan with the objective to obtain a low value for the completion
time (see Figure 2). These experiments show that, using the resource selection based on
reputation function with weight for execution time equal to 1, we can obtain in the same
time a good load-balancing (maximizing provider profit) and minimizing the maxspan
(minimizing users’ costs).
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Figure 1 Experimental results: 50 generation for GA, crossover probability = 0.5, One-Point
Crossover, mutation probability = 0.5, Order-based Mutation, 500 tasks, 10 virtual
resources
Figure 2 Experimental results: 50 generation for GA, crossover probability = 0.7, Two-Point
Crossover, mutation probability = 0.3, Partial-Gene Mutation, 500 tasks, 10 virtual
resources
In the second par of the experiments, we have considered two version of evolutionary
scheduling algorithms based in generic algorithms and immune algorithms. We used a
framework already contained an implementation of a basic genetic algorithm with Cmax
optimization metric for task scheduling [23]. We called this first version: HGA (Heuristic
based Genetic Algorithm).
The second algorithm is a combination between a genetic algorithm and an immune
algorithm (GAIIA). In GAIIA, after the selection phase, we choose randomly several
chromosomes from population obtained by immune algorithm and insert them into the
population generated by genetic algorithm. At the end, the final solution is provided by
generic algorithm. The considered fitness function was based on the discussion from
Section 3:
F (ch) =
mini∈ch Ci
Cmax
×
∑
i∈ch
(Ci − ai)×
∑
i∈ch
Ti. (17)
We compared the improved algorithm presented here with the basic one. The metric
used as an indicator of performance is the makespan. The tests were made for the cases of
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Figure 3 HGA and GAIIA comparison for 40 tasks: 4 and 8 VMs
4 and 8 VMs with 2 task configurations, first one with 40 tasks and the second one with
90 tasks. The results are presented in Figures 3 and 4. The results confirm that after lower
number of iteration we can stop the HGA andGAIIA and we obtain a near-optimal solution.
On the other hand, a significant difference between HGA and GAIIA can be seen for 8
VMs.
Figure 4 HGA and GAIIA comparison for 90 tasks: 4 and 8 VMs
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7 Conclusions
We described in this paper an evolutionary approach for scheduling problem optimization
using reputation evaluation in the resources selectionphase and several optimizationmetrics.
For the proposed genetic algorithmwemoved toward amulti-objective approach that consist
of combining the different objective into a weighted sum for reputation function. Also, in
this paper we were able to see the evolution and performance factors of the algorithm with
different probability for theGAoperators (crossover andmutation).Wcan conclude that, the
heuristic algorithms which obtain near-optimal solution in an acceptable interval time are
preferred to the back tracking and the dynamic programming. The genetic algorithm is one
of the heuristic algorithmswhich have the high capability to solve the complicated problems
like the task scheduling. The heuristics based genetic algorithmproved to be a viable solution
for the task scheduling problem on a homogeneous parallel system, performing better than
standard genetic algorithms. Future research involves a dynamically change of the weights
of the factors that computes the fitness function. In this way, the algorithm can improve his
results. The change can be done taking into account information like workload, completion
time of the best scheduler from the generation.
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